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life sciences
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PrimaRY 

the logiqiAn

(1910 - 1950)



From paradoxes in logic
``the set of all sets’’

Computability

to



The logicians
Hilbert Gödel Church Turing

Kleene

Post

von Neumann



The logicians
- Turing : finite control, infinite memory


     (decoding Enigma machine)


- von Neumann :  data AND programs in 
memory 


     (Manhattan project)


- machines at UPenn, Cambridge, Mark I
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the Bombe

the Colossus

Bletchley Park



Bletchley Park



Mark I, Harvard



Mark I, Harvard





The logicians

Mark II,

Harvard



Grace Hopper - Mark II



SecondaRy 
the IBMzoïc

(1950-1980)



Multics
•IBM 704, 7040, 360/370
•SDS 940 (Lampson)
•GE 645, Multics; MIT, Bull

•batch processing, time sharing
•10 to 100 users / computer
•electronic mail



Unix, the nirvanha of 
programmers

•AT&T Bell laboratories
•theoreticians AND practitioners

•simplification of Multics
•modular “small is beautiful”

•system of hackers for hackers
•pdp 11; Vax 780/750Th
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Run programs

•find simple algorithms
•moreover efficient

•programming languages
•write correct programs

Jean Ichbiah

Don Knuth

Steve Cook

P=NP ?
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vax 11/780



TERnary 
the Windozoïc

(1980-2000)



The garage
•intel 4004
•Xerox PARC (alto, dorado)
•the Apple garage (apple II, lisa, macintosh)
•IBM PC (ms-dos)

•selfish vision
•everyone has his own computer
•all is in user interface

Chuck ThackerAlto



Sun 1Apple II Lisa

Macintosh

Blit 5620

PerQ

Apollo



Microsoft
•computer in each home
•bureautics (Word, Excel, Powerpoint)
•editor of software, no hardware
•improvements in systems (NT, 95, XP, Vista, …)

•Dave Cutler (DEC-VMS, NT)

Charles Simonyi



Linux and free software

•Emacs, extendible text editor
•gcc, C compiler of the Free Software Foundation
•Linux = Unix redone by Linus Tordsvald 
•everyone participates to Linux
•source is public but invasive
•high quality software

Richard Stallman



•workstation [Alto, 1973]
•dynabook [Kay, 1972]
•ethernet [Metcalfe, 1973]
•laser printer [Dover, 1976]
•interpress [Warnock, 1978 —  postscript]
•Mesa [types + modules, 1976]
•optical mouse [Lyon, 1980]

Xerox  PARC

dec-src
msr

Alan Kay



Distributed calculations
•F9 = 2   + 1
= 
13407807929942597099574024998205846127479365820592393377723
56144372176403007354697680187429816690342769003185818648605
0853753882811946569946433649006084097 
= 2424833 
×7455602825647884208337395736200454918783366342657 
×7416400626275308015247871419019374740599407810975190239058
213161444157 59504705008092818711693940737 

•100 machines during 1 month [Manasse, Lenstra, 1990]. 

512



QuaternaRY 
the Googloïc

(2000-2018)



1 - Internet (1/3)

•arpanet (1970), ethernet - cyclades (1975)
•uucp (1985), internet (1992), wifi (1999)
•1 billion of internauts (2007)
•web 30%, p2p 30%, mail 2% of traffic (2007)
•25% of phone is on IP

Louis Pouzin



1 - Internet (2/3)

•33 M internauts in France (2007)
•53 M internauts in France (2018)



1 - Internet (3/3)



2 - Indexers (1/2)

•data is ubiquoutous
•internet is the property of everybody
•data are no longer localized
•need for indexing (google, baidu, bing …)

Louis Monier Mike Burrows

altavista



2 - Google (2/2)

•global search
•hired most of Unix team from Bell labs
•15 centers with global data
•~1 million of servers
•net services (mail, calendar, maps)



3 - Smart  phones

•Ericsson, Nokia, LG, Samsung, Blackberry
•iPhone (2007) with tactile interface
•integration of music, photo, and video 
•net services
•appStore (iPhone), Googleplay

Jean-Marie Hullot

NeXT iPhone



4 - Social  networks
•youtube (2004),facebook (2005), IG, twitter, …
•whatsapp, viber, wechat, skype
•wikipedia 



Impact  on economy

•online shops (Amazon, eBay, Taobao, ..)
•Apple = Netherlands, Google = Belgium,  ..
•management of companies 
•engineering
•medical apps
•computational sciences
•banking (applepay, alipay, wechatpay, bitcoin)
•(distributed) games



Networks —Distribution

•security (secrecy, authentication, integrity)
•distribution of data (public Clouds)
•distribution of computing
•sensors
•energy



FuturE
(2019- ??)



Future?
•computers may disappear
•software will be still present
•sensors everywhere
•medical apps
•programming bio cells
•computer science and environment
•working AI
•???



Computer Science
is

THE  invention 
of

20th  century


